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Abstract
I discuss the interpretation of a recent experiment showing quantum interference in
time. It is pointed out that the standard nonrelativistic quantum theory, used by the
authors in their analysis, does not have the property of coherence in time, and hence cannot
account for the results found. Therefore, this experiment has fundamental importance
beyond the technical advances it represents. Some theoretical structures which consider
the time as an observable, and thus could, in principle, have the required coherence in time,
are discussed briefly, and the application of Floquet theory and the manifestly covariant
quantum theory of Stueckelberg are treated in some detail. In particular, the latter is
shown to account for the results in a simple and consistent way.
The recent experiment of Lindner, et al1 , clearly shows the effect of quantum interference in time for the wave function of a particle. The results are discussed in that paper
in terms of a very precise solution of the time-dependent nonrelativistic Schrödinger equation. In this note, I wish to point out that the nonrelativistic Schrödinger theory cannot
be used to predict interference phenomena in time, and therefore the very striking results
of this beautiful experiment have a fundamental importance which goes beyond the technical advances which they represent. They imply, in fact, that the time variable t must
be adjoined to the set of standard quantum variables so that the standard ket |x, t > for
the representation of the quantum state (in Dirac’s terminology2 ) can be constructed. It
is this structure for the wave function ψ(x, t) ≡< x, t|ψ), where x and t are the spectra of
self-adjoint operators, that provides the possibility of coherence in t, and therefore, interference phenomena. If the quantum theory is to remain symplectic in form, the variable
E must also be adjoined.
The standard nonrelativistic quantum theory cannot be used to predict interference
in time. For example, Ludwig3 has pointed out that the time variable cannot be a quantum observable, since there is no imprimitivity system (i.e., no operator exists that does
not commute with t in the nonrelativistic theory) involving this variable. Note that the
Hamiltonian of the standard theory evolves quantum states in time, but does not act as
a shift operator since it commutes with t.Dirac2 has argued that if t were an operator,
then the resulting t, E commutation relation would imply that the energy of the system
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is unbounded below, from which he concluded that the time cannot be an observable in
the nonrelativistic quantum theory (note, however, that in a relativistic theory, negative
energies correspond to antiparticle states, and are not excluded). Moreover, as the axiomatic treatment of Piron4 (see also, Jauch5 ) shows, the Hilbert space of the quantum
theory is constructed of a set of wave functions satisfying
R a normalization condition based
on integration over all space, e.g., for a single particle, |ψt (x)|2 d3 x ≤ ∞, for each value of
the parameter t. There is therefore a distinct Hilbert space for each value of the parameter
t. A simple argument based on the propagator for the Schrödinger equation demonstrates
that interference in time cannot occur in the standard Schrödinger theory.
The propagator for wave functions in the standard Schrödinger treatment, is given by
m  23 i m (x−x′ )2
e 2t
2πit
= G(x − x′ , t),

hx|U (t)|x′ i =

where x is here a three dimensional variable. The action of the propagator is
Z
ψt (x) = dx′ G(x − x′ , t − t′ )ψt′ (x′ ).

(1)

(2)

The integration over x makes possible the description of the double slit experiment in
space (by coherently adding up contributions from two or more locations in x at a given
t′ ); there is, however, no integration over t′ , and therefore no mechanism for constructing
interference in time. This result, obvious from the form of (2), is a reflection of the
arguments of Ludwig3 cited above, and is fundamental to the standard nonrelativistic
quantum theory. This structure constitutes a formal proof that no interference effect in
time is predicted by the standard nonrelativistic Schrödinger theory. Introducing two
packets into the beam of an experiment at two different times t1 and t2 would result in the
direct sum of the two packets at some later time, say t3 , if one propagates the first from t1
to t3 , and the second from t2 to t3 . This would constitute, by construction, a mixed state,
for which no interference would take place, just as the construction of a beam of n + m
particles by adding a set of n particles with definite spin up to another set of m particles
with spin down results in a mixed state descrobed by a diagonal density matrix with a
priori probability n/(n + m) for outcome spin up, and m/(n + m) for outcome spin down.
There is no coherent superposition which would result in some spin with certainty in any
direction5 .
Moreover, as pointed out by Wick, Wightmann and Wigner6 , a Hilbert space decomposes into incoherent sectors if there is no observable that connects these sectors; hence,
if there were a larger Hilbert space containing a representation for t, the absence of any
observable that connects different values of t in the standard nonrelativistic physics would
induce a decomposition of the the Hilbert space into a (continuous) direct sum of superselection sectors4 . Therefore, no superposition of vectors for different values of t would be
admissible. This would exclude the interpretation of the experiment given in ref.1 forming
the basis of the analysis carried out by the authors involving the linear superposition of two
parts of a particle wave function arriving at the detector simultaneously, but originating
at two different times, in the framework of the standard nonrelativistic quantum theory.
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The significance of the experiment of ref. 1 is that it demonstrates at least one class of
phenomena actually seen to occur in nature at low energies (but high frequency), for which
the standard nonrelativistic quantum theory does not provide an adequate description,.
and this fact demands the development of some new theoretical tools which are a proper
generalization of the standard theory.
The situation for particles, in this respect, is very different from that of electromagnetic
waves, for which the second order equations imply coherence in time as well as space (the
coherence time for light waves is a commonly measured characteristic of light sources). It
is clear from the (spatial) double slit interference of light, which travels at a fixed velocity,
that the sections of a wave front passing through the two slits must pass at different
times if they are to arrive simultaneously at the detection plane off-center. The arrival of
pieces of a particle wave packet which have passed through two spatially separated slits
simultaneously on a screen off center is made possible by the dispersion of momenta in
the wave packet, permitting a range of velocities. If the two contributions to the linear
superposition on the screen were not taken to be simultaneous at the two slits, they would
not interfere, since they would have originated on wave packets at different values of time.
If, indeed, such interference could take place, we would have to add up the contributions
passing each slit for all times, and this would destroy the interference pattern (one can
see in the standard calculation in every textbook that the two pieces of the wave packet
that contribute to the interference are taken at equal time, i.e., from a single wave packet
arriving at the slits). Although this example is given in every quantum mechanics text as
an essential property of the quantum theory, the possibility of interference in time is never
mentioned.
Moshinsky7 , in 1952, raised the question of interference in time. His calculation,
however, was concerned with the evolution of a single wave packet, passed through a
spatial slit opened at time t = 0. The transient form of the wave function was then
calculated; it has the appearance of a Fresnel interference pattern. Using semiclassical
time of flight arguments, it was deduced that this behavior could be thought of as an
interference in time. The actual superposition of wave functions at two different times was
not considered.
If we were to assume, arbitrarily, that the waves from sources at two different times
could be coherently added (note that Eq.(1) is only valid for the evolution of physical
states up to an undetermined c-number phase), the propagator above could be expanded
in a power series for small variations in the final time, and one would find some semblance
of an interference pattern for a few maxima before distortion would set in. For ε the time
between peaks of the laser beam, T the time between peaks on the predicted “interference
pattern” on a screen at a distance L from the emission source, m the mass of the electron,
one finds a crude estimate
r
πh̄ m
3
e
εT ∼
L(Ekin
)− 2 ,
2
2
e
where Ekin
is the kinetic energy of the emitted electron, and L is the distance from emitter
to the detector. Salières, et al 8 , remark that in the very nonlinear emission of an electron
by a high energy laser beam, several hundred photons may be absorbed to be converted
to kinetic energy. If we take the electron kinetic energy as equal to the energy h̄ω of the
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laser beam, for this experiment, approximately 1.46eV , with a factor of 300, and L ∼ 1cm,
we obtain for the first several predicted peaks (before distortion due to nonconvergence
of the power series expansion) a value of εT ∼ 9 × 10−28 sec2 , or, for ε ∼
= T , a diffraction
spacing of T ∼ 3 × 10−14 = 30f s. This calculation indicates how an exact solution of the
time dependent Schrödinger equation could exhibit an interference-like pattern for several
peaks on the detector plane in agreement with the experimental results.. The numerical
predictions of this integration do not, however, provide reliable evidence that the procedure
is consistent with the theoretical basis of the standard nonrelativistic quantum theory.
There appear to be several types of theories which accommodate time as an observable.
These are, in a nonrelativistic framework, Floquet theory9 , for which the evolution operator
has the form E + H, where H is a standard Hamiltonian model (often t dependent) and
E corresponds to the operator i∂/∂t, a formulation of quantum theory in which one of
the space variables becomes the evolution parameter and the time variable becomes an
observable10 , the quantum Lax-Phillips theory for irreversible processes (also applicable
to relativistic quantum theory)11 , and in a relativistic framework, the so-called constraint
theories12 in addition to the theory developed by Stueckelberg13 . In the book edited by
J.G. Muga, et al14 , much discussion is devoted to the difficulties of treating time as an
operator in the standard framework, and some constructions are given for which certain
operator valued functions of the phase space variables q, p can be interpreted as “time
operators”.The spectra of these operators do not, however, enter into a propagator in a
way that can naturally generate interference effects of the type observed in Lindner, et al.
A time operator, corresponding to the variable t that we recognize as time in the
laboratory, is constructed in the work of Hahne10 , in which he permits a space coordinate,
say, z to act as an evolution parameter, and x, y, t become operator valued. Although
coherence in t can be achieved, the use of z as an evolution parameter for the flow of the
wave packet makes it difficult to formulate a description of the Lindner,et al, experiment
in these terms.
The quantum Lax-Phillips theory11 provides a systematic and rigorous description
of irreversible processes. In this theory, a unitary evolution by a parameter, say s, is
introduced on a Hilbert space H̄, which is foliated along the spectrum t of a “time”
variable which is a self-adjoint operator on H̄ into a set of Hilbert spaces Ht , which may
be identified with the Hilbert spaces of the ordinary quantum theory, but maintains its
coherence in t. The existence of invariant subspaces delimited by time intervals makes
it possible to construct semigroups in these subspaces. The simplest model for evolution
in the nonrelativistic case is of the form E + H, coinciding, as we shall see below, with
the Floquet construction. Although there are applications of Lax-Phillips theory to the
description of the experiment of Lindner,et al, the discussion of the Floquet construction
below will be adequate for our present purposes.
The constraint theories12 , primarily directed toward a description of relativistic dynamics, are constructed from a set of functions Ki , where i = 1, 2, ...N for a system of N
particles; each of the form pµi pi µ + m2i + φi , where the interaction terms φ are functions
of all the momenta and coordinates of all of the particles (here, µ = 0, 1, 2, 3). In the
classical form of the theory, the Ki ’s are taken to be zero on a constraint hypersurface,
and satisfy the requirement that they be first class contraints (vanishing Poisson brackets).
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The evolution of the system goes with some parameter, say s, according to the transformations induced in the phase space by some linear combination of the Ki ’s. For the two
particle case, for φ of the form φ1 (x1 − x2 ) = φ2 (x2 − x1 ), it is easy to see that this theory
is equivalent to the Stueckelberg theory13 we shall discuss below (the relative motion for
which x = x1 − x2 appears as a one-body problem). We therefore will not discuss the constraint theory further here. In following, I discuss the Floquet theory and the Stueckelberg
theory as somewhat categorical among the set of theories which may be used to describe
the Lindner, et al, experiment. Furthermore, since, as we shall point out below, the nonrelativistic limit of the Stueckelberg theory goes over to the Floquet form, it appears as the
main candidate for a viable description. Although the Stueckelberg theory is essentially
relativistic, and the energies of the macroscopic motions of the particles involved are low,
the very high frequencies used to establish excitations and pulse rates involve high energy
components of the wave packets, and thus the use of a relativistically covariant theory is
appropriate.
Floquet theory9 was originally intended for the treatment of differential equations
with periodic coefficients. It entered physics in an important way in solid state theory
where the potential in a crystal is periodic in space. Utilizing the translation operator
U (a) = eip·a , where a is a crystal lattice vector, one can show that the solutions of the
Schrödinger equation, as a representation of this translation group, take on the Bloch form.
The idea then arose that for a Hamiltonian periodic in time, the same method could
be used. However, since the Hamiltonian commutes with t, to make the group action
explicit, it was necessary to introduce a new variable E (the generator of translations in
t). The evolution operator was then defined as
K = E + H,
where E ≡ −ih̄∂t . Then, clearly,for
U (T ) = e−iKT
the operator U (T ) carries t → t − T , translating functions of t to the right by T .
The introduction of this modification of the Hamiltonian was also suggested by
Howland15 for both the classical and quantum theories for treating problems in which
the Hamiltonian depends on time. For the classical theory, introducing a new parameter
of evolution, say s, the Hamilton equations would then include the relations
∂K
dt
=
ds
∂E
and

dE
∂K
∂H
=−
=−
,
ds
∂t
∂t

dt
= 1, by a change of variables, this
thus providing some interpretation for E. Since then ds
formulation becomes completely equivalent to the standard form. However, in the quantum
theory, the Hamilton equations, as operator equations, imply conditions on expectation
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values; the variables t and s are then no longer equivalent. In this case, s is the parameter
of the motion, and t is a quantum operator, an observable. The wave functions are then
coherent in t, making possible, in principle, interference phenomena in t.
The resulting theory is very different from the standard Schrödinger theory. To see
this, let us write the corresponding evolution equation in what I shall call “Floquet theory”,
since it has the same structure for the Hilbert space, but I will not insist that H be
periodic in t. The mathematical framework is independent of this periodicity (clearly the
consequences of the theory, and the results one may obtain, can be very strong when H is
periodic in t).
The evolution equation has the form
i

∂ψs
= Kψs
∂s
= (−ih̄∂t + H)ψs

where ψs is a function of x, t. The functions ψs have the property that
Z
2
kψs k = d3 xdt|ψs (x, t)|2 < ∞,

(3)

(4)

the condition that ψs belongs to a Hilbert space Hs (now labelled by s). As pointed out
by Kulander and Lewenstein16 , if H (or K) is periodic over some hundreds of cycles, it
would be a good approximation to assume a “stationary state” in which the s derivative of
ψs is replaced by an eigenvalue (their equation (72.31)). Such a state would be stationary
in s, not t; the idea is that the spacetime function ψs (x, t) reaches a steady form and no
longer changes, on the spacetime manifold, as a function of s (up to a phase determined
by the eigenvalue). In this case, the solution of eq.(3) amounts formally to an integration
of the time dependent Schrödinger equation over t, as carried out in the analysis of ref. 1,
with the Hamiltonian shifted by the Floquet eigenvalue (possibly zero). The theory would
then predict coherence in t for such a solution. This is not, however, a valid procedure for
the conditions of the experiment of ref. 1, since this experiment involves essentially just a
couple of cycles.
In the following I calculate the propagator for the Floquet equation (3) for the case
of a free particle. I will show that even though interference in t is, in principle, possible in
the Floquet framework, two narrow segments, in time, of a particle wave function will not
interfere unless (a) the segments initially overlap, or (b) there is a nontrivial t-dependence
(but not necessarily periodic) in H, the latter certainly providing an interesting possibility
for application to the experiment we are discussing.
To obtain the form of the propagator, let us consider the x, t matrix elements of the
unitary evolution U (s) of ψs :
Z
′ ′
hx, t|U (s)|x , t i = dE ′ dEdp′ dp′′ hx, t|E ′p′ ihE ′ p′ |e−i(H−E)s |E ′′ p′′ ihE ′′ p′′ |x′ t′ i (5)
Here, the momenta and coordinates are three dimensional (the differentials are also dp ≡
d3 p).
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I now assume that H has the free particle form p2 /2m and therefore commutes with
E. Then, (5) becomes
m  32 i m (x−x′ )2
.
(6)
hx, t|U (s)|x′ , t′ i = δ(t′ − t + s)
e 2s
2πis
Let us now call the coefficient of the δ function G(x − x′ , s). The propagation of ψs′ (x′ .t′ )
to ψs (x, t) is given by
Z
ψs (x, t) = dx′ dt′ δ(t′ − t + (s − s′ ))G(x − x′ , s − s′ )ψs′ (x′ , t′ )
(7),
clearly displaying the possibility of interference in t, i.e., there may be contributions at
several different values of t′ corresponding to the opening of time gates. However, there
is no spreading, in this propagation, of the width of the time pulses, independently of the
form of the wave packet ψs′ (x′ , t′ ).
Consider the contribution of two gates at t1 and t′1 . In this case,
Z
ψs (x, t) = dx′ G(x − x′ , s − s′ )
(8)
′
′
′
′
′ ′
′
′
′
{δ((s − s ) − (t − t1 ))ψs (x , t1 )∆t1 + δ((s − s ) − (t − t1 ))ψs (x , t1 )∆t1 },
where ∆t1 and ∆t′1 are the (narrow) widths of the gates.
One can evaluate s−s′ approximately through the Hamilton equations. Since dx/ds =
p/M , it follows that ∆s ∼
= M L/p, where L is the distance from source to detector. Since
d < t > /ds = 1, the expectation value of t(s) goes with s, so that s − s′ ∼
= t − t′ , the latter
giving the time from the source gate to the time on the detector when the measurement is
made. Due to the delta function constraint, we see that there can be no interference if the
source pulses do not overlap. Alternatively, the delta functions would not appear if the
Hamiltonian had an explicit t-dependence, and the result would depend on the particular
model. Interference in the framework of the Floquet structure, therefore, although in
principle possible, would not occur for narrow source pulses in the absence of explicit time
dependence in the Hamiltonian.
The Floquet theory is, in fact, a nonrelativistic limit of Stueckelberg’s relativistic
quantum theory13 , the second way of introducing coherence in time which I wish to discuss
here. In 1976, Horwitz and Rabin17 pointed out that the relativistic quantum theory
of Stueckelberg predicts inteference in time. In this theory, t is treated as a quantum
observable, since the Einstein variables x, t are considered, in relativity, as the nontrivial
outcome of experiments measuring the place and time of occurrence of events. Their
calculation will be briefly redone below for the parameters of the experiment of ref.1. In
this theory, interference does not require initial overlap or an explicitly time dependent
Hamiltonian. The estimate given below shows that the interference criteria are satisfied
with numbers very close to the conditions and results of the experiment under discussion;
the high frequencies required are due in this case to the large value of the velocity of light.
The Stueckelberg theory for the free particle introduces an equation quite similar to
that of the Floquet equation, but with an evolution operator that is Lorentz invariant:
p2 − ( Ec )2
∂ψs
=
ψs ,
ih̄
∂s
2M
7

(9)

where ψs (x, t) satisfies
R the same normalization condition as for the Floquet theory, on
space and time,i.e., |ψs (x, t)|2 d4 x ≤ ∞, and M is the Galilean target mass (the so-called
mass shell value for m2 c2 = (E/c)2 − p2 ). The propagator has a similar form to that of
the Floquet propagator, but is Gaussian in all four variables:
hx|U (s)|x′ i =

M 2 i M (x−x′ )2
e 2sh̄
,
2πish̄

(10)

where now (x − x′ )2 is the invariant (x − x′ )2 − c2 (t − t′ )2 ; we write x for (x, t). It is the
quadratic term in t − t′ in the exponent which leads directly to interference in the same
way as the double slit in space.
The diffraction formula, obtained from (10), using the Hamilton relations
dx
p
=
,
ds
M

(11)

and (note that this relation allows for two pulses emitted at different times to arrive at a
detector at the same time due to the spread in the spectrum of E)
E
dt
=
.
ds
M c2
is17
εT ∼
=

2πh̄L
,
< p > c2

(12)

(13)

where ε is the gate spacing in time, and T is the time between diffraction peaks at a
distance L.
For 850 nm light, as utilized in the experiment under discussion, as remarked above,
h̄ω is about 1.46eV . Using the on-shell value for the electron mass, taking into account
(as assumed above) that the electron may absorb about 300 photons during the emission,
cp (for p in the beam direction) then has a value of 1.21 × 103 eV . With these values, one
finds that ,
εT ∼
(14)
= 6.9 × 10−30 sec2 ,
so that for ε ∼ T , T ∼ 2.6 × 10−15 sec. This result, for the pulse rate and the observed
diffraction pattern, is in good agreement with the results obtained in the experiment.
More precise estimates can be obtained by taking into account more details of the
interaction, and the dependence on L can be used as a parameter to test the reliability of
(13).
The relativistic model therefore seems to provide a simple and consistent description
of the experimental results. At very low energies, the Stueckelberg theory, which carries
a clear interpretation of t as an observable, reduces approximately to the Floquet form18 .
The estimate made above therefore includes the result that would be obtained approaching
the low energy Floquet type as a limiting case.
I thank C. Piron for communications on the question of coherence, and Gerhard
Paulus, one of the authors of ref. 1, for discussions of this experiment and the analyses
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applied. I would also like to thank Igal Aharonovich for bringing the initial announcement of this experiment to my attention and Noam Erez and Jonathan Silman for useful
discussions.
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